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I wrote this a while back so please forgive me if it's been posted before. It's all true though......
Lessons Learned
A Wooly Bugger will not float regardless of how much floatant you spray on it.
Waders leak only in the early spring and only after you’ve hiked at least one mile in to where you want to go.
8X Fluorocarbon tippet is a scam. You can’t see it, you can’t feel it. It’s not unlike buying a litter of Puka’s,
(Large invisible rabbits usually named Harvey), in that it is an act of faith.
Fish found under a bridge are easily spotted and never caught.
Golden Retriever hair makes lousy fly tying material.
Mink coats make great fly tying material.
No one fishes wet flies anymore and that’s a shame.
To most of us the average hatch consists of black bugs, brown bugs and white bugs; in that order. How many
folks out there actually saw a #24 Sulphur float to the surface around nine fifteen at night?
Given the cost of equipment and not factoring in Catch and Release regulations, the average cost of any trout is
at least $1634.18 per pound.
Given the right circumstances, it is entirely possible to tie a dropper to itself.
When even considering the purchase of a new fly rod, you have all the moral fiber of a dog in heat.
Brook Trout are God’s way of reminding us everything is going to be alright.
Yes, you can tie a weight forward line onto the backing backwards. Twice actually.
You only appreciate de-barbing hooks until you have one in your nose. You look really stupid too.
After two years, your vest, regardless of who makes it, does not have enough pockets.

If you tie your own flies you will save lots of money. Yeah, right.
Always carry a net and a whistle. You may feel you may never need them. You will. And you will be glad you
have them.
Despite what my wife says, you cannot cast a fly 1214 times over a trout and convince it there is a hatch going
on. She can. You and I cannot.
The lessons you remember the most are from those you have met on the stream.

